
 
Jenaluca Herb Scissors

Media News Blast Features Jenaluca Herb Scissors in
Holiday Gift Guide 2015
Monika Allen October 08, 2015

Recently Media News Blast featured the product Jenaluca Herb Scissors on its
Pinterest page as an item under the Holiday Gift Guide 2015.

(Newswire.net -- October 8, 2015) Purcellville, VA -- The Jenaluca Herb Scissors has
gained much attention since debuting on Amazon. It is sold exclusively on the number one
shopping marketplace as a stainless steel kitchen shear at an affordable price.

According to Jenaluca, the herb scissors was specially made to cut herbs, vegetables and assorted seasonings to
prepare food in neatly sized sections. They are a great buy for those who own their own herb and vegetable gardens
and can quickly become an often used kitchen tool.

With Christmas just three months away, the guide comes at the right time to prepare persons to select items for gift
giving. Media News Blast pointed out that the herb scissors was featured as a must have kitchen gadget on Amazon .
They also mentioned it as an amazing five blade kitchen scissors to cut the user’s favorite herbs.

This must have kitchen gadget has five blades that makes cutting herbs and vegetables in the kitchen very simple. The
five blades make chopping and mincing herbs ten times easier. This is because one chop with the herb scissors is the
same as ten knife chops. This allows  professional results from the stainless steel shear which requires less time and
energy and creates less of a mess.

Aside from being an interesting purchase for Christmas, the herb scissors are a great gift idea for various other
purposes. The herb scissors are seen as a good housewarming gift for new homeowners. The kitchen shear can also
be considered a good gift for wedding showers and birthdays. The must have kitchen gadget can be used outside of
the kitchen area as a tool for arts and craft. The multi-purpose shear can be used to cut fabric and shred paper.

Jenaluca Herb Scissors were deliberately manufactured with stainless steel. This allows the herb scissors to be
durable and long lasting. Due to the fact that the herb scissors is made from stainless steel material, it will always stay
sharp. Additionally it is less likely that bacteria will grow on the blade and the stainless steel can assist in preventing
contamination which can lead to illness. The stainless steel also lends to the ability of the vendor to offer a full lifetime
guarantee on the product

This multi-purpose kitchen shear is a great gift for persons who want to reduce the time spent in preparation of food in
the kitchen. It also can be gift wrapped with a special order from Amazon. Ordering three pairs of the herb scissors
affords the customer free shipping.

About Jenaluca LLC

The company provides superior kitchen utensils and accessories specially its multipurpose kitchen shear 5 blades and
cover with cleaning comb herb scissors stainless steel. Jenaluce stands behind all its product with a 100%
unconditional lifetime guarantee.

Jenaluca LLC

18462 Lincoln Road
Suite 200
Purcellville, VA 20132
United States
8005409963
jeff@jenaluca.com
Source: http://newswire.net/newsroom/pr/00090684-herb-scissors.html
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